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Welcome to BRINKMANN
We are Europe’s leading specialist in
screed machines. For over 40 years, we
have been impressing customers and partners with our exemplary service for all of
our products and with machines that are
powerful, safe and easy to operate, and
combine a functional design with excellent
environmental friendliness. Thanks to over
90 service partners throughout Europe, we
have the largest service network in the
sector. As a specialist in screed conveyors,
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our aim is to further develop the company
as a centre of knowledge and expertise
for our partners and customers, since we
believe that aftersales care is just as important as good advice before buying.
Our quality concerns and the materialization
of new ideas do not apply to our products
alone; they are also a guiding principle
and gold standard for the thoughts and
actions of all of our employees.
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DC 450

Estrich Boy DC 450
The plastic hood shields an environmentally friendly motor/compressor unit. The constant speed and low fuel
consumption are just as impressive as the perfect equipment and easy of operation, making the Estrich Boy into the
leading screed conveyor in Europe.

The direct compressor drive extends the
maintenance interval for the timing belts by
50%. Power losses resulting from gearboxes
or V-belts are avoided.

The short design of the loader simplifies transportation and the hydraulic system reliably
empties the loader right to the very bottom.

All maintenance elements are arranged clearly
on one side and the wearing parts and lubricants can be checked quickly.

The scraper blade can be adapted in line with
body height and the scraper rope runs over a
roller, making operation even easier.

Technical data: Estrich Boy DC 450 / 450B / 450BS
			

Estrich Boy DC 450

Estrich Boy DC 450B

Estrich Boy DC 450BS

Model			

Basic version			

Loader				

Loader/scraper

Drive			

3-cylinder DEUTZ diesel engine D 2011 L03; 31.5 kW at 2,300 rpm, oil-cooled

Compressor		

ATLAS COPCO Airtec 111, 73 l/s at 7 bar pressure

Mixing tank		

200 litres capacity		

200 litres capacity		

200 litres capacity

Filling height		

900 mm			

420 mm			

420 mm

Sound level		

97 dB				

97 dB				

97 dB

Fuel capacity		

58 litres			

58 litres				

58 litres

Approval for road use

Up to 80 km/h			

Up to 80 km/h			

Up to 80 km/h

Weight			

1,600 kg*			

1,710 kg*			

1,790 kg*

L x W x H in mm

4,800 x 1,580 x 1,550		

5,000 x 1,580 x 2,450		

5,000 x 1,580 x 2,450
* Depending on the equipment
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EC 450 ELECTRIC

Estrich Boy EC 450
The screed conveyor with electric motor is environmentally friendly, has no emissions, and is low-noise. In addition, it
requires less maintenance than an internal combustion engine. Moreover, “refuelling” it at the socket is around 30%
cheaper than keeping a diesel machine running.

In the case of electric machines, the air filter
is only required for the particle cleaning of the
compressor, so a considerably smaller filter
than in the case of DC machines is sufficient.

The centralized lubrication system for lubricating the roller bearing is located on the righthand side of the electric version and is easily
accessible like all other maintenance elements.

The V-belt can be easily retensioned with the
V-belt tensioner.

Due to its specially fabricated power connection, the Estrich Boy has a 64-amp connector.

Technical data: Estrich Boy EC 450 / 450B / 450BS
		

Estrich Boy EC 450

Estrich Boy EC 450B

Estrich Boy EC 450BS

Model

Basic version			

Loader			

Loader/scraper

Drive		

30 kW electric motor, 400 volt three-phase current, 50 Hz, min. 63 A fuse, CEE 63 socket

Compressor		

67 l/s at 7 bar pressure

Mixing tank		

200 litres capacity		

200 litres capacity

200 litres capacity

Filling height		

900 mm			

420 mm		

420 mm

Sound level		

97 dB				

97 dB			

97 dB

Approval for road use

Up to 80 km/h			

Up to 80 km/h		

Up to 80 km/h

Weight			

1,600 kg*			

1,710 kg*		

1,790 kg*

L x W x H in mm

4,800 x 1,580 x 1,550		

5,000 x 1,580 x 2,450

5,000 x 1,580 x 2,450
* Depending on the equipment
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DC 450 Bluepower

Estrich Boy DC 450 Bluepower
This compressed air conveyor is particularly suited for use on construction sites where an increase in output is needed
on a temporary basis or where projects need to be finished quickly because of deadline pressure. The Bluepower
function is easy to activate and it increases output from 73 l/s to 78 l/s.

The unique feature of this compressed air conveyor is the
Bluepower control system, which easily increases the output
at the touch of a button.**

The customer can choose to have the tank outlet on the front
or in the centre in order to transport the material to the laying
location with the relevant delivery hoses.

The top air hose runs from the air distributor to the tank and
the bottom air hose runs to the tank outlet to divide up the
material into plugs.

Technical data: Estrich Boy DC 450BP / 450BPB / 450BPBS
B

BS

		

Estrich Boy DC 450BP

Estrich Boy DC 450BP

Estrich Boy DC 450BP

Model			

Basic version			

Loader			

Drive		

3-cylinder DEUTZ diesel engine; 31.5 kW at 2,300 rpm – 33.5 kW at 2,500 rpm; oil-cooled

Compressor		

ATLAS COPCO Airtec 111, 73-78 l/s at 7 bar of pressure

Mixing tank		

200 litres capacity		

200 litres capacity

200 litres capacity

Filling height		

900 mm			

420 mm		

420 mm

Sound level		

98 dB				

98 dB			

98 dB

Fuel capacity		

58 litres			

58 litres			

58 litres

Approval for road use

Up to 80 km/h			

Up to 80 km/h		

Up to 80 km/h

Weight			

1,600 kg*			

1,710 kg*		

1,790 kg*

L x W x H in mm

4,800 x 1,580 x 1,550		

5,000 x 1,580 x 2,450

5,000 x 1,580 x 2,450

Loader/scraper

* Depending on the equipment
** Data depends on material and equipment
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Silo connection

Estrich Boy silo connection
For the silo system, only a plug-in connection from the screed conveyor to the silo and a water connection are needed.
Screed mixes are automatically created and pumped at the touch of a button using the computer control system. When
a silo system is being used, you only consume and invoice the amounts that are actually used.

With the one-chamber silo system, the premixed material is
transferred to the machine by means of a metering device.

With a one-/two-system silo system, the binder and aggregates are kept separately in the silo and metered into the
machine separately.

The parallel adjustment mechanism for the drawbar allows
different coupling heights to be mastered. The truck or car
connection can be lowered up to 25 cm.

Technical data: Estrich Boy DC 450SI / 550SI
		

Estrich Boy DC 450SI

		

Model		

With silo connection				

With silo connection

Drive			

3-cylinder; 31.5 kW				

4-cylinder; 46.5 kW

Compressor		

73 l/s						

84 l/s

Mixing tank		

200 litres capacity		

200 litres capacity

Filling height		

Material supplied from one-/two-chamber silo

Sound level		

97 dB				

Fuel capacity		

58 litres					

58 litres

Approval for road use

Up to 80 km/h			

		

Up to 80 km/h

Weight			

1,600 kg*			

		

1,640 kg*

L x W x H in mm

4,800 x 1,580 x 1,550		

		

4,800 x 1,580 x 1,550

		

Estrich Boy DC 550SI

98 dB

* Depending on the equipment
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DC 550

Estrich Boy DC 550
The powerful compressed air conveyor has a motor output of 46 kW and an efficient compressor air output of 84 l/s,
which means that it taps new dimensions when it comes to power output*. Each screed conveyor is available as a loader
version or as a loader/scraper version. While a mixture is being pumped, the loader can be filled with aggregate again.

Screed types are differentiated
on the basis of the composition of
the binder. Cement screed, asphalt
screed, resin screed, calcium sulphate screed, and magnesium sulphate screed are used. Fibre reinforcement is often used to change the bending
tensile strength of screed. In addition to its task as a filler and equalizing material, screed is primarily intended for use
as a load distribution layer or a direct usage surface.
Once the material has been placed in the mixing
tank, the cast cover is closed and the delivery process
starts. The Estrich Boy has two different lid variants. The
automatic lid has a conical nipple that ensures automatic
ventilation.
When the pressure rises, the conical nipple closes the
lid and the delivery process starts. When the delivery
process finishes, the conical nipple releases the lid and

If the automatic lid is being used, the mixing
tank is bled via a conical nipple at the end of
the delivery process and the lid is released.

The filling hopper is attached to the tank by
means of connecting bolts. The integrated bag
opener effortlessly distributes the cement bags
and all of the material falls into the tank.

excess air escapes via a ventilation hose which runs
from the lid to the impact pot. The lid can now be opened
easily because the tank is no longer under pressure. The
manual lid works with the same pressure principle but
the lid must be bled by hand at the end of the delivery
process. During the mixing process, you cannot interfere
with the mixing apparatus. Once the standard, integrated
grille is moved, the mixing apparatus switches off automatically.

If the simple manual lid is used, the operator
has to manually switch off the compressor to
open the lid.

The air that escapes from the lid when the
pressure drops is caught in an impact pot under
the machine and conducted to the ground.

*Data depends on material and equipment
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Technical data: Estrich Boy DC 550 / 550B / 550BS
B

BS

		

Estrich Boy DC 550

Estrich Boy DC 550

Estrich Boy DC 550

Model			

Basic version 			

Loader			

Drive			

4-cylinder DEUTZ diesel engine; 46.5 kW at 2,600 rpm

Compressor		

ATLAS COPCO Airtec 111, 84 l/s at 7 bar of pressure

Mixing tank		

200 litres capacity		

200 litres capacity

200 litres capacity

Filling height		

900 mm			

420 mm		

420 mm

Sound level		

98 dB				

98 dB			

98 dB

Fuel capacity		

58 litres			

58 litres			

58 litres

Approval for road use

Up to 80 km/h			

Up to 80 km/h		

Up to 80 km/h

Weight			

1,640 kg*			

1,750 kg*		

1,830 kg*

L x W x H in mm

4,800 x 1,580 x 1,550		

5,000 x 1,580 x 2,450

5,000 x 1,580 x 2,450

Loader/scraper

* Depending on the equipment

Special features

Estrich Boy DC 550 Silverpower uniquely
connects the powerful 4-cylinder engine
with the option of fuel-efficient and environmentally conscious of reducing the speed.

The lighting mount is plastic. It can be
quickly mounted to the tank for transportation
purposes and easily connected to the vehicle
by means of a cable connection. A real love
for detail can be seen in the mudguard and
its tread surface, integrated plate, integrated
retro-reflector, and extended dirt flaps.

The safety bars of the screed conveyor
are available as optional extras. The steel
bars are fixed under the chassis and fitted
with a reflector. On both sides of the chassis
and within reach is a chock that acts as a rollaway arrester.
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Standard / optional equipment
Estrich Boy DC 550
Basic version

Standard colour paintwork

Estrich Boy DC/EC 450
B

BS

Basic version

B

BS

Special painted hood (excl. air scoop)
Bluepower
Silverpower

Electric
Front mixing outlet
Central mixing outlet
Bumped boiler end 1x
Bumped boiler end 2x
Automatic lid
Manual lid
Particle filter
Manual engine speed adjustment
Centralized lubrication system
Conversion to 100 km/h
Working lights
Lifting eye
Location system
High-pressure cleaner
Car coupling
Truck coupling
Mixing time adjustment
Water metering
Customer labelling
Set of guard brackets
Mix counter
Stowage box (incl. safety device)
24 V light holder
Two-chamber system (silo)
One-chamber system (silo)
Key:

Serie

Optional

Nein

The direct compressor drive extends the
maintenance interval for the timing belts by
50%. Power losses resulting from gearboxes
or V-belts are avoided.

The short design of the loader simplifies transportation and the hydraulic system reliably
empties the load right to the bottom.

All maintenance elements are arranged clearly
on one side and the wearing parts and lubricants can be checked quickly.

The scraper blade can be adapted in line with
body height and the scraper rope runs over a
roller, making operation even easier.

In the case of electric machines, the air filter
is only required for the particle cleaning of the
compressor, so a considerably smaller filter
than in the case of DC machines is sufficient.

The centralized lubrication system for lubricating
the roller bearing is located on the right hand side
(electric version) and is easily accessible like all of
the other maintenance elements.

The filter housing is secured by means of a
click fastener. The cartridge change that takes
place at the maintenance intervals takes a
matter of just seconds.

Due to its specially fabricated power connection, the Estrich Boy has a 64-amp connector.
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Smoothing machine TL

Type TL

Estrich Boy TL
The smoothing machine is used to smooth
and compact bonded and special screed,
concrete surfaces, and industrial floors.
This machine means that there is no longer
any need for the time-consuming manual
smoothing of surfaces. It saves time and
reduces the required physical effort dras
tically.

Accessories for smoothing machine TL
Part no.

Designation

280 974 1847

Smoothing plate, diameter of 600 mm (for type TL)

280 974 0983
		
280 974 0984
280 974 0980

Grey smoothing shoes, light, with rubber binding on 		
the heels
Smoothing shoes, heavy
Blue smoothing shoes, light

Accessories for compressed air conveyors
Part no.

Component

Designation
Estrich Boy DC 450/EC 450, Estrich Boy 450/550

429 862
429 864
429 865

(1)
(2)
(3)

V-plate, 265 litres, with outlet, highly wear-resistant
V-plate, 265 litres, without outlet, highly wear-resistant
V-plate, longitudinal, highly wear-resistant

429 862 0001
429 864 0001
429 865 0001

(1)
(2)
(3)

V-plate, 265 litres, with outlet, plastic
V-plate, 265 litres, without outlet, plastic
V-plate, longitudinal, plastic

3

2

3

1
2

Centre right outlet
120 105 0225
120 105 0226
120 105 0227

(8)
(9)
(10)

V-plate, split, front, 6 mm
V-plate, split, rear, 6 mm
V-plate set A1/2, split, complete with screws, 6 mm

140 101 1006
140 101 1005
140 101 1008

(8)
(9)
(10)

V-plate, split, front, highly wear-resistant
V-plate, split, rear, highly wear resistant
V-plate set A1/2, split, complete with screws

721 000 1000
721 000 3000
724 003 5060
720 000 5400
720 000 1000

(11)
(12)
(13)
(14)
(15)

Mixing paddle B 1
Mixing paddle B 3
Cover plate for mixer
Clamping piece BK 54
Clamping piece B 01

810 100 10

Complete mixing apparatus with screws
Centre right outlet

8
9

15

14
11

13

12
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Accessories for compressed air conveyors
Part no.

Component

Designation

806 020 15

(20)

Fastening bolt, V-plate, complete

703 635 0001
211 599 009
361 629 3435

(21)
(22)
(23)

Coupling VT 35, IG 11/4"
Coupling MT 35, IG 11/4"
Rubber gasket MT 35

191 705 0892

(24)

424 200 0905

(25)

Mixing tank outlet, straight, connection under
compressed air
Rubber washer, oval, for straight tank outlet

191 705 0893

(26)

424 200 0906

(27)

20
22
21

23

Mixing vessel outlet, offset, connection under
compressed air
Rubber washer, oval, for offset tank outlet

24

25

26

27

Estrich Boy 450/550
180 510 0062
180 510 0114

(29)
(29)

Filling hopper 10/40 (A1) cast cover IV
Filling hopper 10/40 (A2) cast cover IV

422 210 3200

(30)

Cover seal for mixing tank

121 208 0804
121 208 0806
449 508

(31)
(31)
(31)

Grille for mixing tank (DC 260/43)
Grille for mixing tank (DC 260/45-55)
Grille for mixing tank (Estrich Boy 450/550)

H4221200860

(32a)

O-ring MT 70

29

30

31

32a

852 441 00
852 442 00
852 443 00
852 444 00

(33)
(33)
(33)
(33)

MF hose NW 50, 40 bar, VT 50 – MT 50, L 10 m
MF hose NW 50, 40 bar, VT 50 – MT 50, L 20 m
MF hose NW 50, 40 bar, VT 50 – MT 50, L 30 m
MF hose NW 50, 40 bar, VT 50 – MT 50, L 40 m

211 595 003
206 604 006

(34)
(35)

Coupling MT 50, NW 50
Coupling VT 50, NW 50

213 266 000
211 535 005
538 106 0400

(38)
(39)
(40)

Rubber gasket MT 50
Small lever for coupling MT 50 with ring pull
Rolled pin for small lever

852 446 50
852 447 00
852 500 50
852 501 50
852 502 00
852 580 50
852 581 50

(4)
(4)
(4)
(4)
(4)
(4)
(4)

MF hose NW 50, 10 bar, VT 70 – MT 70, L 10 m
MF hose NW 50, 10 bar, VT 70 – MT 70, L 20 m
MF hose NW 60, 10 bar, VT 70 – MT 70, L 10 m
MF hose NW 60, 10 bar, VT 70 – MT 70, L 20 m
MF hose NW 60, 10 bar, VT 70 – MT 70, L 30 m
MF hose NW 65, 10 bar, VT 70 – MT 70, L 10 m
MF hose NW 65, 10 bar, VT 70 – MT 70, L 20 m

717 250 0000
717 260 0000
717 265 0000
717 150 0000
717 160 0000
717 165 0000
422 120 0860

(5)
(5)
(5)
(6)
(6)
(6)
(7)

Coupling MT 70, NW 50
Coupling MT 70, NW 60
Coupling MT 70, NW 65
Coupling VT 70, NW 50
Coupling VT 70, NW 60
Coupling VT 70, NW 65
Rubber gasket MT 70
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33

35

34

39

38

40

4

5
6

7

Accessories for compressed air conveyors
Part no.

Component

Designation

854 101 50

(8)

854 103 50

(8)

Set: 1x coupling MT 70, NW 50, 1x coupling VT70,
NW 50, 4x hose clamp with bolt
Set: 1x coupling MT 70, NW 60, 1x coupling VT70,
NW 60, 4x hose clamp with bolt

856 781 00
856 860 50

(9)
(9)

Hose clamp 66/20 with screw (NW 50)
Hose clamp S 82 with bolt (NW 65)

200 000 1207
200 000 1206

(10)
(11)

Hose hook, textile
Hose hook, leather

426 006 0000
426 007 0000
426 008 0000

(12)
(12)
(12)

Rubber sponge ball for MF hoses NW 50
Rubber sponge ball for MF hoses NW 60
Rubber sponge ball for MF hoses NW 65

192 250 9276

(14)

Discharge container, aluminium outlet MT 70,
pivotable
Discharge container, steel bar outlet MT 70,
pivotable

192 250 9280

(14)

458 782
458 783
496 531
499 202
468 004
435 226
19 22 50 92 68
70 50 50 22 12
71 72 70 22 15
H4221200860

(15)
(15)
(15)
(16)
(17)
(18)
(19)
(20)
(20)
(20a)

Adapter for discharge stand NW 50
Adapter for discharge stand NW 65/KK 70
Adapter for discharge stand NW 65/KK 89
Locking peg for discharge stand
Rubber pot for discharge container
Rubber foot for aluminium discharge container
Pipe, complete
Coupling/female part, diameter of 50
Coupling/female part, diameter of 70
O-ring MT 70
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9
10
11

12

15

14

17

16

18

19

20a
20
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FHS 200 Screw conveyor pump

Estrich Boy screw conveyor pump FHS 200/3
The tried-and-tested generation of liquid screed pumps is equipped with a powerful 3-cylinder DEUTZ diesel engine in
the case of the Estrich Boy FHS 200/3. With an output of 15 m3 per hour, the Estrich Boy FHS can empty some concrete
tankers in a single day and – thanks to its powerful diesel engine – can pump liquid screed really far and really high. It
is very comfortably equipped with features.

Liquid screeds – thanks to their fluid form – enable the practically perfect levelling of building floors. Extremely
varied material mixes are available for selection in accordance with the service load to be expected – bonded screed,
screed on a separation layer, screen on an insulating layer, and screed on floor heating/raised floors.

The design of the chassis provides a lot of
extra storage space to enable tools or and
spare pump parts to be transported with the
machine.

The low-emission engine ensures masterful
tractive power, even in challenging delivery
situations. Free-flowing material with a granulation of up to 12 mm can be pumped a
distance of 180 m without a problem. *

The Estrich Boy FHS 200 was designed to enable
highly practical usage, has a new design that makes it a
real eye-catcher on any construction site, and impresses
technology fans with its range of innovative features: the
screw conveyor pump runs forwards and in reverse, the
speed is infinitely variable, and the discharge connection
has a concrete pressure barometer. The powerful hydraulic
drive offers clockwise and anti-clockwise rotation of the
screw conveyor and the output is infinitely variable. The

All maintenance elements are arranged clearly
on one side and the wearing parts and lubricants can be checked quickly.

An optional high-pressure cleaner, dry run
protection, and vibrator are available for the
liquid screed conveyor.

radio remote control monitors all of the functions. The
control of the liquid screed pump either takes place
directly via the engine control system on the machine or
by means of radio remote control.
The radio control unit has a battery which you can
recharge on the machine. If reception interference takes
place, contact with the screed pump can be established
with a 50 m cable.
* Data depends on material, pump type and equipment
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Technical data: Estrich Boy FHS 200/3
		

Estrich Boy FHS 200/3

Drive			

3-cylinder DEUTZ engine – F3M 2011, 32.8 kW, oil-cooled

Delivery pump		

Screw conveyor pump 7515 (max. granulation of 8 mm) to 15 m /h*

		

Screw conveyor pump 2L8 (max. granulation of 12 mm) to 18 m /h*

3

3

Delivery tank		

250 litres capacity

Filling height		

1,000 mm

Sound level		

103 dB

Fuel capacity		

30 litres

Approval for road use

up to 80 km/h

Weight			

960 kg

L x W x H in mm

4,200 x 1,300 x 1,280
* Data depends on material, pump type and equipment

Special features

Depending on the properties of the material being used, a vibrator can be significantly
beneficial. The thicker the consistency, the
more slowly the screed flows to the screw
conveyor. The vibrator is easily attached to the
screen and then switched on. The resulting
vibrations stop material from getting stuck on
the grille of the screen.

The optional high-pressure cleaner is
hydraulically driven. It quickly and reliably
cleans the machine. The time-consuming
scraping off of dried-on screed is now a thing
of the past. The clean appearance and longer
service life are other associated beneficial
effects.

The dry run protection has an integrated
sensor element which detects a low level of
material in the tank and automatically switches
off the mixer shaft. This prevents the screw
conveyor from running dry, which can cause
excessive wear or lead to the screw getting
stuck.

Equipment details: Estrich Boy FHS 200/3

The material flows directly from the truck mixer to the delivery tank. There, the mixture is pushed into the delivery
hose by the screw conveyor pump and is pumped to the end of the hose in a constant flow.

Standard colour paintwork

Standard

Special colour paintwork (hood)

Optional

Particle filter

Optional

High-pressure cleaner

Optional

Car coupling

Standard

Truck coupling

Optional

Radio remote control

Optional

Cable reel

Optional

Vibrator

Optional

Vibrating screen

Optional

Dry run protection

Optional
15

Accessories for screw conveyor pumps
Part no.

Component

Designation

700 060 1200
700 060 1201

(1)
(2)

Screw conveyor barrel type 6012
Screw conveyor rotor, type 6012 hexagon

1
3
2

700 075 1403
433 023

(3)
(4)

Screw conveyor barrel type 7515, with clamping bar
Screw conveyor rotor type 7515, hexagonal

700 050 8311
700 050 8312
700 050 8021

(5)
(5)
(6)

Screw conveyor barrel type 2L8, with clamping bar
Screw conveyor barrel type 2L8, maintenance-free
Screw conveyor rotor type 2L8, hexagonal

309 1000 290
309 1000 800

(7)
(8)

Flexible disk, large
Flexible disk, small

852 320 50
852 320 65

(9)
(9)

MF hose NW 40, 40 bar, VT 50 – MT 50, L 10 m
MF hose NW 40, 40 bar, VT 50 – MT 50, L 20 m

705 040 0000
705 140 0000
360 213 4860

(10)
(11)
(12)

Coupling MT 50, NW 40
Coupling VT 50, NW 40
Hose clamp

852 441 00
852 442 00
852 443 00
852 444 00

(13)
(13)
(13)
(13)

MF hose NW 50, 40 bar, VT 50 – MT 50, L 10 m
MF hose NW 50, 40 bar, VT 50 – MT 50, L 20 m
MF hose NW 50, 40 bar, VT 50 – MT 50, L 30 m
MF hose NW 50, 40 bar, VT 50 – MT 50, L 40 m

211 595 003
206 604 006

(14)
(15)

Coupling MT 50
Coupling VT 50

213 266 000
211 535 005
538 106 0400

(17)
(18)
(19)

Rubber gasket MT 50
Small lever for coupling MT 50 with ring pull
Rolled pin for small lever

200 000 1207
200 000 1206

(20)
(21)

Hose hook, textile
Hose hook, leather

5
4
6

7

8

10
9
12

11

13

15

14

18

19

17

22

20
21

426 006 0000

(22)

Rubber sponge ball for MF hoses NW 50

180 000 0800
180 000 1500
180 050 0150

(23)
(24)
(25)

Aluminium buffing pipe, 1 grip
Aluminium buffing pipe, 2 grips
Aluminium buffing pipe/squeegee, 2 grips

705 000 5360

(26)

Consistency value box with test tool, base plate,
sponge, rubber gloves, spatula, trowel,
plastic jug, plastic box, and screed test block

705 000 5368
705 000 5369

(27)
(29)

Test tool, individual
Screed test blocks, pack of 10

750 000 5300

(30)

Digital hose scales with hose drum

180 000 3010

(31)

Levelling stand, black

25
23

26

27
29

30

31
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3.200 FE

Liquid screed

Trans Mix 3.200FE is a transportation, mixing, and delivery
system for processing liquid screeds.
Liquid screed is a free-flowing type of screed. The binder is
normally an anhydrite compound or cement with various concrete additives. The aggregate is commercially available screed
sand.
The advantages of this way of working are the quick and easy
application of the material and the fact that it can be practically
seamlessly laid on floor heating. Unlike in the case of traditional
cement screed laying, the worker can stand up while working,
which takes the strain of his body.
In the case of previous processing methods for liquid screed, the
material costs are relatively high, however. The Trans Mix system

uses normal, earth-moist screed sand as the aggregate. This is
loaded directly at the gravel plant. Only the binder compound
is procured from a commercial organization. This significantly
reduces the cost of the raw materials. The Trans Mix meters the
components, aggregate (conveyor belt), and binder (screw conveyor) into the mixer drum. Each mix is individually metered as
standard (weighed and – if required – calibrated) and mixed. This
means that the material quality is constant and extremely high.
The material is always pumped to the usage location fresh and
just-in-time. All processes are completely automatic; no operator
is required at the machine.
At the end of the day, the machine is cleaned and folded up. Any
unused raw materials are left in their chambers and can be used
the next day. The system is also available in a particularly agile
coupé version, which has a 60 cm shorter chassis.

Trans Mix 3.200FE-8x4: The 4-axle semi-trailer for liquid screed
Unlike the Trans Mix 3.200FE semi-trailer system, the Trans Mix 3.200FE
8x4 variant has a 4-axle chassis. The drive uses a power take-off which
works via the truck engine. At least 45 kW of base vehicle power is
required to place the mixing and conveying systems of the logistics centre into operation. The 4-axle system is up to 3 metres shorter than the
standard system depending on the version. Thanks to the significantly
reduced dimensions, the Trans Mix 3.200FE-8x4 is primarily used in urban
areas or in other situations where not much space is available.
The plant is built onto a 4-axis chassis of a manufacturer of your choice in
a tailored fashion. Your personal wishes and requirements can be really
flexibly implemented when configuring the Trans Mix. In the case of this
system, too, the binder and aggregate are transported in the mixing tank
and automatically mixed in accordance with the mixture breakdown set
in the control system.
The water is metered in 1/2 litre steps via a water pipe and the entire mix
is checked again and then remixed to ensure thorough mixing. Once the
requirements have been met, the mixing tank is opened and the ready-touse material is fed into the delivery tank. From there, the liquid screed is
transported to the location of usage by means of a screw conveyor pump.
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Following the last check of the Trans Mix 3.200FE 8x4, it leaves the production premises
and makes its way to France, to one of the largest Trans Mix operator’s in Europe.

5.500 ZE

Cement screed

Trans Mix 5.500ZE is a transportation, mixing, and delivery
system for the processing of conventional cement screeds. The
manufacturing of conventional screed is the traditional way of
doing things. Earth-moist screed sand is mixed with a binder –
usually cement – and, in some regions, with anhydrite. Concrete
additives are also used. Because of its earth-moist consistency, this screed cannot be continuously mixed and pumped;
instead, it must be prepared in batches. The Trans Mix works
with the principle of compressed air and pushes the material
through the hose to the location of usage bit by bit, rather like a
pneumatic post system.

to manufacture screed are transported to the construction site in
the Trans Mix itself. The semi-trailer is started up at the site and
work can begin straight away. Long set-up times and wasted
time waiting for deliveries are no longer necessary and, in addition,
there is no need for the machine operator required for traditional
screed processing. Once the construction site is ready, the
Trans Mix is folded in, cleaned with the integrated high-pressure
cleaner and taken to the next construction site.
The system is also available in a particularly agile coupé version,
which has a 60 cm shorter chassis.

The advantages of this method are the relatively low purchase
price of the binder and the fact that the drying time can be regulated by means of the concrete additives. For example, in the
prefabricated building industry fast-hardening cement is popular,
since fast screed laying is a great benefit.
To manufacture cement screed, bagged cement is used. But
it can also be blown into a storage silo as loose material when
working with a Trans Mix. There is then no waste (cement bags)
to be disposed of. Freight costs are reduced since the binder
only needs to be delivered once a week. All materials required

The Trans Mix 5.500ZE can process up to
250 m² of material with a granulation of up
to 16 mm each day – fully automatically and
without backbreaking work.

The new compact engine compressor unit
achieves top efficiency thanks to its direct
drive and prevents unnecessary friction losses
due to V-belts or gearboxes.

Trans Mix 5.500ZE-8x4: The 4-axle semi-trailer for cement screed
The functional principle of the Trans MixZE 8x4 is based on the standard
Trans Mix 5.500ZE semi-trailer system. However, the 8x4 logistics system
is mounted onto a 4-axle chassis, which reduces the dimensions by up
to 3 metres. The drive uses a power take-off which works via the truck
engine. The shorter dimensions of the Trans Mix 5.500ZE 8x4 mean that it
is primarily used in urban areas or on construction sites where there is
a shortage of space.
In the case of the 8x4 system, you order a 4-axle chassis from a manufacturer of your choice and we build the silo system onto the chassis.
Naturally, we will provide advice on the specific configuration. Because
the machine is built onto a 4-axle chassis in an individual manner, issues
such as different wheel bases can be taken into account. The same
equipment variants are available for the Trans Mix system as for the
semi-trailer.
At the back of the machine there are 2 standard supports. They ensure
optimum stability at all times. Following the completion of the Trans Mix
system, the professional hand-over of the system takes place at our
works. This is followed by a 1-week period of instruction at the construction site. The instruction is provided by one of our Trans Mix specialists.

In addition to the shorter design form – which makes the semi-trailer more agile –
its lower weight is advantageous. The 4-axle Trans Mix version can process up
to 17 tons of material at the construction site depending on the location of usage
and legal requirements.
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3.200 FE-ST

Liquid screed/Styropor

Ludiso (Belgium):
“As a leading specialist in levelling screeds with good heat properties, we are the first company in Belgium to use the Trans Mix
Styropor to process lightweight contract on the basis of a Trans Mix screed and we are really impressed by the great power of the
system, uncomplicated application of technology, and large chamber capacity.”
Managing Director Ludo Molenaers
Trans Mix Styropor is a logistics system for
processing Styropor in the form of bound pourings. In this procedure, Styropor is normally
used as an aggregate and cement with additives is used as a binder.

The tedious and time-consuming modification of
the Styropor boards in line with ground conditions
is no longer necessary with the Trans Mix system.

The material is applied in a separate layer
and serves as a base structure for the actual
screed. The advantage of this method is that
there is no need to cut out existing cables and
lines and to eliminate other bumps from the
existing Styropor boards. Due to the simple
processing method, the laying speed is really
high. Up to 100 m3 of pouring can be integrated
in one day. Particularly in the field of renovating
old buildings, a large installation thickness is
required for materials in order to achieve a level
supporting ground for the installation of the
screed. In the case of new buildings, this structure is used as insulation. The huge increase
in the efficiency of personnel is a positive side
effect.
Depending on the manufacturer of the material,
there are two ways of processing the pourings.
Free-flowing material is pumped with a screw
conveyor pump (Trans Mix 3.200FE-ST) and
earth-moist material is processed with a compressed air conveyor (Trans Mix 5.500ZE-ST).
The free-flowing variant has the benefit of relatively cheap operating materials along with
a high product quality (up to 15 m3 of material per hour). In addition, the material merely
needs to be buffed at the location of usage.

The Trans Mix is also suitable for use if there is
limited space; one handle is sufficient to control
and start up the system.
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The earth-moist variant is characterized by
economically priced material that allows good
values to be achieved. The material is pumped
like traditional cement screed, but due to the
lower material densities, the processing speed
is significantly higher.

Trans Mix 3.200FE-ST
The Trans Mix 3.200FE-ST is a semi-trailer with a
2-chamber system for binder compound and
aggregate. At the rear of the machine there is
a mixer, a delivery tank with a screw conveyor
pump, and a control system which is required
for programming the fully automatic processes.
The control system is used to store the mixture
breakdowns that are compiled beforehand
in collaboration with the manufacturer of the
binder. In the separate construction chemicals
variant, a metering pump for additives is also
supplied.
The Trans Mix system meters the Styropor and
binder components into the mixing tank by
means of a screw conveyor. In the case of the
binder, the mix quantity is weighed; due to its
lower weight, the Styropor is metered volumetrically. This gives rise to a really precise mixture
ratio that can be kept constant at all times. The
water is metered in 1/2 litre steps via a water
pipe and the additives are metered by the
metering pump. A plausibility check is carried
out in the control system using scales for control purposes.
To ensure the optimum mixing of the components, remixing takes place for a pre-programmed amount of time once the defined
values have been reached. Once all prerequisites have been met, a flap opens beneath
the mixing drum and the ready-to-use material
falls down into the delivery tank. From there,
the material is transported to the location of
usage by means of a screw conveyor pump. At
the same time, the metering of the next mix into
the mixing tank begins. This ensures the continuous delivery of the material. This all takes
place fully automatically; no machine operator
is required.

5.500 ZE-ST

Cement screed/Styropor

Wiedner (Austria):
“We are a future-oriented company with a comprehensive understanding of technical developments in the fields of screed, heat and
sound insulation, and impact sound insulation. Because we specialize in a small number of products that we continuously work to
improve, we have gained a leading market position for polystyrol recycling products and screed laying.”
Managing Director Alexsandra Wiedner
Trans Mix 5.500ZE-ST
The Trans Mix 5.500ZE-ST has a similar design
to the Trans Mix Liquid Screed/Styropor but
is based on the principle of a compressed air
conveyor.
The machine meters the Styropor and binder
components into the mixing tank by means of
a screw conveyor. The mix quantities are volumetrically metered as standard through the
number of turns of the screw conveyor. This
means that metering is always constant and
extremely precise.
The concrete additive is added using a metering pump. This pump is a peristaltic pump that
works precisely and in a low-wear fashion. If all
prerequisites are met, a rotary flap on the mixing tank closes. The material is mixed through
in the pressure tank and the compressor starts
the delivery process. If the tank is pumped
empty, the process starts again from scratch.
The operator can use the radio remote control
to meter the water quantity and define the
material quantity.
Because requirements for processing Styropor
concentrate on the material volume in particular, the trough is especially large on both Trans
Mix Styropor variants. 44 m3 of Styropor and
6.5 m3 of binder can be transported.
Due to the low payload weight, 2 axles are
sufficient for the chassis. This reduces tyre wear
and makes it easier to manoeuvre. Unlike the
Trans Mix screed variants, the binder chamber
is installed at the front of the vehicle. This
means that there is always enough pressure
on the hitch plate to ensure optimum driving
behaviour.

Traditional processing:
In the morning, 3 workers load their truck with
the necessary tools and a pallet of cement,
attach the screed machine, and drive to the
construction site. There, they wait for the
delivery of Styropor. The screed machine is
positioned and the hoses are laid. The machine
operator inserts the contents of 200-litre bags
of Styropor into the tank using a special hopper,
adds cement and water, triggers the mixing of
the material, and pumps the mix to the location of usage. There, the material is applied like
traditional screed with the worker on his knees.
To enable a decent daily performance, extra
cement must be delivered by the material handler. Once the machine and tools have been
cleaned when work is complete, the machine
is driven back. The construction site must also
be cleaned to remove any loose Styropor and
the empty cement bags must be disposed of.
Trans Mix work process:
In the morning, 2 screed layers move under
the binder storage silo and press a button.
The binder is conveyed into the binder chamber by means of the screw conveyor. At the
same time, a screw conveyor loads additive
into the additive chamber of the Trans Mix from
another silo. The workers drive to the construction site, raise the trough, lay the hoses, press
“Start”, and go directly to the installation room.
The machine mixes and pumps 5–6 m3 of
material per hour* completely independently.
Depending on the application, the workers
can screed or buff the pouring at the same
time, thus completing 50 m3 of pouring in one
day. If required for use on multiple smaller
construction sites, the Trans Mix can be easily
folded in and moved. Nothing is left behind at
the site; leftovers, construction site dirt, and
special waste do not remain.

In Austria, the method of the Trans Mix Cement/
Styropor is already standard.

The topic of bound pourings is increasingly
attracting interest on the market, since bumps no
longer need to be a time-consuming problem.

Within a day, up to 50 m3 of insulating layer can be
installed, and is usable just 3 days later.

* Data depends on material, pump type and equipment
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Trough system
Standard trough

Additional container

Binder chamber

Trough Binder 1
M1
M2
M3
M4
6 m3
M5
5 m3

Binder 2
6 m3
9 m3
12 m3
6 m3
7 m3

Additive
19 m3
16 m3
13 m3
13 m3
13 m3

During recent years, more and more
application areas for Trans Mix systems have arisen. In addition to
normal construction sites for semi-
detached and detached houses,
this system is now used for an
increasing number of large construction sites.
The advantages lie in the con
tinuously monitored, fully-automatic
production of the material and the
manoeuvrability of the machine, since
this means that space requirements

Aggregate chamber

}

Optional
Standard ZE
Standard FE
Optional
Optional
Optional

Always total
of 25 m3

at the construction site are lower.
Because material needs to be reloaded at the construction sites, different material logistics are required
depending on the local availability
of the raw materials. To ensure that
the machine can always be used in
the best possible way, the trough and
partitioning of the two chambers can
be modified.
Moreover, more lightweight construction materials such as Styropor can
be used for the base structure.

Reloading for a prefabricated house.

Naturally, our engineers have risen
up to this challenge and developed a
modular system suitable for practically any application.Trans Mix systems are the only systems that can be
used just as cost-effectively on construction sites with a screed area of
20 m2 or of 2000 m2, both with pouring
and with screed. However, different
logistics are required depending on
the Trans Mix trough used.
If sand is primarily used as the aggre
gate, the quantity to be carried is
restricted to the maximum permitted
load of the vehicle. Here, a trough
that is as compact as possible is the
best choice.

Standard use for a multiple family dwelling
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Trough system
High trough

Additional container

Aggregate chamber

Binder chamber

If a lightweight material is also often
used as the aggregate, the weight is
not so important; the volume to be
carried is more significant. Here, a
trough that is as big as possible is
the best choice.
The modular system basically consists of two base troughs – a standard trough with a total capacity of
25 m3 and a higher trough with a
total capacity of 30 m3 for lightweight
aggregates, for example.
However, for optimum logistics, it is
not only the size of the trough that
is important. In addition, the partitioning of the aggregate and binder
chambers plays a part.
If the corporate structure of the company is primarily oriented towards
single-family dwellings fairly close
by, the trough partitioning should
be designed in accordance with the
material mixture ratio in order to
enable the best possible use of the
permitted load for a journey.

Trough Binder 1
M6
M7
M8
M9
M10
8 m3
M11
6 m3

Binder 2
9 m3
12 m3
14 m3
16 m3
8 m3
10 m3

Additive
21 m3
18 m3
16 m3
14 m3
14 m3
14 m3

In such cases, we recommend that
you choose a binder chamber configuration that enables a single load and
restock the aggregate as necessary.
In some cases, two different binders
need to be processed. In this case,
the binder chamber can be further
partitioned to produce a 3-chamber
system. All configurations also allow
for an additional, small chamber with
metering for a powder additive. To
cover all usage eventualities, a total of

}

Optional
Standard ZE
Standard FE
Optional
Optional
Optional
Optional

Always total
of 30 m3

seven different trough configurations
are offered here. The range encompasses 25 m3 to 30 m3 total volume
with 6 m3 binder and 19 m3 aggregate to 14 m3 binder and 16 m3
additive. All binder chambers can
also be partitioned (3-chamber system) and can be combined with a
powder chamber. This means that
all common usage scenarios using
screw conveyors and compressed air
conveyors are possible, which makes
the systems even more profitable.

If work often takes place on major
sites, too, or if work takes place in
multiple regions and requires trips
lasting more than one day, it is important to investigate which raw materials are easiest to restock.
In most cases, aggregate is fairly
easy to get hold of, whereas binder is
not always available at short notice.
High trough (30 m3) for processing free-flowing pouring
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